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Abstract

computation and the industry of commercial FEM codes,

suchas MSC/PROBE, PHLEX, MECHANICAL, STREE
This paper givesa precisedescriptionof regularitiesof solutions and their derivativesof all orders for elliptic problems on polyhedral domains in the frame of the countably

CHECK, andresearch
codeSTRIPE (see[34,35, 39]). The

correspondingP-Q distribution of elementdegreeachieve
the exponential convergenceand efficiencyof computation.
The performanceof the h, p and h-p versionsfor a benchmark elasticity problem on a polyhedral domain is given
and analysed.

the desiredaccuracyin practical engineeringrange. Then
the h-p versionis the only reliable finite element approach
which is able to provide effectiveand efficientalgorithms.

h-p version has been one of the most significant achievements of FEM's history since 1970's.
normedspaces
with weightedCk-normsin neighborhoods It is well known that the singularities of solutions for
of vertices,edgesand vertex-edges.Under the guidanceof problems on nonsmooth domains may occur at the verthe regularity theory, the geometric meshesand P-Q dis- tices and edges,which severelyaffect the effectivenessand
tribution (bilinear-linearor linear-uniform)of elementde- efficiencyof finite element solutions. The h-version,which
greesare designedaccordinglyin eachof singularneighbor- reduces the element size h, and the p-version, which inhoods. The algorithmscombiningthe geometricmeshand creasethe element degreep, may not be able to achieve
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geometricmesh, P-Q distribution, vertex singularity,
edge singularity, vertex-edge singularity.
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It reduces the element size h and increase the element de-

gree p simultaneously and selectively in order to achieve
the optimal rate of convergenceand the efficiencyof computations.

The h-p versionof FEM in R 2 wasintroducedin 1980's
(see[2, 25, 26]) andhasbeenwelldeveloped
sincethen. It
was originated in and oriented to the structure mechanical problemson nonsmoothdomains. Under the guidance
of the regularity theory in the frame of countably normed

spacesfor the problemson nonsmoothdomains(see[3, 4,
27, 28]), the geometricmeshand the P-distributionof el-

Introduction

ement degrees are properly designed, which leads to the
exponential rate of convergencewith respect to cubic root
velopmentof the finite elementmethod (FEM) in 1980's
of the number of degreeof freedom. The exponentialconand 1990's. It was originated in and oriented to the strucvergence has been seen in numerous computations by ustural mechanicalproblemson nonsmoothdomainsin R 2
ing commercial and researchcodesmentioned above. The
and R 3, but nowits usehasbeenexpandedto manyother
theory and algorithmshave been generalizedfrom elliptic
fields such as fluid mechanics, thermal analysis, electronic
boundaryvalueproblemsto interfaceproblems,eigenvalue
engineering,etc.. The methodologydevelopedin the past
problems,high-orderproblems,parabolic and hyperbolic
decadeshas significantlyinfluencedthe theory and algorithm of FEM, the practicesof engineeringand scientific problems(see[5, 7, 13, 16, 19, 29, 31, 38, 40]). Thus
The h-p version, its theory and algorithm, is a new de-

the h-p versionin R • hasalreadybeenwell established
in
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p version
in R3 wasstartedin later1980's(see[1,12,20]),
there had been no progresson the approximationtheory
until the regularity theory in terms of countably normed
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spacesfor ellipticproblemson nonsmooth
domainsin R 3
wasestablished
in early1990's(see[20,22, 23, 24]). There
are several quite different features of the h-p version in
three dimensional setting from those in two dimensional
setting, due to the complexity of singularity at vertices
and edges. First of all, the geometric meshesare designeddifferentlyin the neiborhoodsof vertices,edgesand
vertex-edges. Secondly, in addition to the bilinear or linear P-distribution of element degrees,a linear or uniform

with

norms
x/2

"U"Hk(a)--/
Y]"D•u"L2(a
/
0<1•1<_•

wherea = (ax,a2,a3) andPø•u= u•:•:•2• and
e

in theoryand practice,the h-p versionof FEM in R 3 involvesthe regularity theory of PDE on nonsmoothdomain,
the approximation theory of the h-p version, the parallel
and iterative solversfor large-scalesystemsresulted from
the h-p finite element discretization, implementation, applications to structural mechanicsand engineeringcomputation, etc.. This paper will focus on the regularity,
approximation, and algorithm.

2

lro = 0}.

We now considera problem on the polyhedral domain

Q-distributionof polynomialsof one variable(in the directionof edges)have to be adoptedin edge-neiborhoods
and vertex-edge neighborhoodsin order to achievethe efficiency of computations.
As a major developmentof the finite element method,

95

in

-Au
=f

u]ro = 0,
Ou

whereFø = Ui•7• i andFx = Ui6A:'Fiwhere• is a subset
of 27andAf = 27•. We assumethat f and g are analytic
on • and •'•, respectively.Hencethe singularityof the
solution is causedsolely by the unsmooth domain.
To illustrate effectively our main ideas, we considerhere
the Poissonequationwith analytic data exceptthe domain,
but the regularity, the approximation results, and the algorithms presentedin this paper are applicable to general

elliptic problemswith piecewiseanalytic data (see [9, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24]).

Thereexistsa unique(weak)solutionu(x) • Ho•(f•)

A model problem

satisfying the variational equation

(1)

whereB(u,v) = f Vu. Vvdx on H0X(f•)x H•(f•) and

F(v) -- f fvdx 4- f gvd$onH•(f•).
f•

F•

Let $N C H0x(f•) be a properlyselected
piecewise
polynomial subspace,and UN be the finite element solution in
$• satisfying

B(?IN,v)-•- F(v),
There

Vv • SN.

holds the error estimates

(2)

Fig. 1. Polyhedral Domain

Let f• be a polyhedraldomainin R 3 shownin Fig. 1, Therefore, the accuracy of the finite element solution deand let Fi,i E 27 = {1,2,3,...,I)
be the faces(open), pends solely on the precisenessof the description of the
A,•,m E A4 = {1,2,3,...,M} be the vertices.By
regularity of the solution, and the selection of the sub--

wedenotetheedgewhichistheintersection
of Pi andFj.
Let 17,•be a subset{j E 271Am • Pj} of 27forra E A4.
Let /2 = {ijli, j • 27,Pi D Pj = A/j}, andlet œmdenote
a
subset
of/2suchthatœm= {ij • 12[ Am• Pi• Pj = Aij}.
We denoteby o:ij the interioranglebetweenFi and Fj for
i,jEœ.

spaceSN. To this end we shall decomposethe domain f•
into varioussubregions,on which we introduce the countable normedspacesto preciselydescribethe regularity of
the solutionand its derivativesof all orders, and properly
design the geometric mesh and P-Q distribution of the
elementdegreesto achievethe exponentialrate of conver-

By Hk(f•) we denoteusualSobolevspaces
furnished gence.

The h-p VersionOf FEM In H 3
3
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Regularity
and approximation
in neighborhoods of edges

We assumethat the edgeA•t = (z - (0,0, za) l a ( za (
b} lieson the z3-axis,and introducea neighborhood
of the
edgeAstshownin Fig. 2, U - Ue,6(Ast)= (z • Q]0 (

Note that the spaceC•,•(U)
2
is an anisotropic
space
whichthe solutionbelongsto. In the edge-neiborhood
the
solutionbehavesverydifferentlyin the directionparallelto
the edgeand the directionsperpendicularto the edge.To
achievethe best approximationby a piecewisepolynomial
we haveto definemeshand elementdegreesaccordingly.

r(x) = dist(x,Ast)( e,x• • I5 = (a.5/2, b-5/2)) where
First we dividethe neighborhood
U = U•,,(A•t) into K
e,5 • (0,1) areselected
suchthat U•,5(A•t)• Ft =• for levelsalong the edge with a uniform height H, which is
• • Z and • • s,t.

not necessaryto be small and will not be reduced when

By CZo
• (U) wedenote
a countably
norreed
space
with the mesh is refined. Then, accordingto the distance to
weighted
C•-normwhichis a setof continuous
functions theedgewedivideU inton geometric
layers.By Fti,j,•we

u(x)on• such
thatfora realnumber
•ij • (0,1) andany

denote an element in the i-th layer and the k-th level with

1 _<j _<J(i, k) _<J (uniformlyboundedwith respectto i

andk). TheelementFti,j,•arehexahedral,
or pentahedral,
or tetrahedral, with ht denoting the dimensionsin the xt

directions,I = 1, 2, 3. Selecta meshfactora ß (0, 1), the
the geometric
meshU• = {Fti,j,•, 1 _<i _<n, 1 < k <_
K, 1 _<j _<J(i, k)} overthe neighborhood
U satisfying

and

Hereaftera! = H•=•a•!,d = (d•,d2,da) and ds
H•=•d••, C _>1 andd• _>1 areindependent
of a.

hi:

h2 = Clfin-t,

ha = H m 1;

dist(Ftx,j,•,A•t) = 0;

(4)

c2cr
n-i <_dist(•i,j,•,Ast) _<cacr
n-i
forl<i<n,

and allj, k.

8/2
where ct,œ -

1,2,3 are some constants independent of

i, j, k. A typical geometricmeshU• is shownin Fig. 3.
For a precisedescriptionof the geometricmeshun• we refer to [6, 9, 20].

Ai2

X•

X2

8/2
1

Fig. 2. Edge-Neighborhood
Ue,5(Ast)
o

•

Theorema.1 The(weak)solution
u(x) of (1) ß C2
with,3ij ß (0, 1) satisfying
(3)

/•ij •_ 1- nij ,

I•ij ---

2,7,

•r

•r

if Fi c

,Fj C

Fo F1

otherwise.

Fig. 3. GeometricMesh U•

Fortheproofof thetheorem
wereferto [23].

We nowdefinefiniteelementspaceoverthe geometric
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meshU•

Remark 3.2 The designof long elementfii,j,k near the

sv,Q(u•) = {0(x) I 0(x)l•,,•,k= •(x•)•(•a),
0x(x) is a polynomialof degreepi,j,k,
and
02(x3) is a polynomialof degreeqi,j,kin x3}

andS?'Q'i(U•): S?'Q(U;)A HI(U).
A linear P-distribution {Pi,j,k, 1 < i < n, 1 _<
k _< K, 1 < j < J(i,k)} and a uniform Q-distribution
{qi.j.k, 1 _<i _<n, 1 _<k _<K, 1 _<j _<J(i,k)} shouldbe
associated
with the geometricmeshU•, with

(5)
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Pi,j,k= [/•i] for all i,j,k

edgereflect the fact that the solution is analytic along the

edge. The polynomial•b2(x3)of highdegreeqi.j,k= [km]
is usedto approximate
u(0, 0, x•) effectively.Althoughthe
degreeof •b2(x3)is higher than the degreeof eke(x),the
costof computation
for thesepolynomialsc)2(x) in x3 &rection is very minor, and it can be ignoredcomparingthe

costof computations
for thosepolynomials
ck•(x). An alternativeapproachto use of high-degree
•b2(x3)is uniform
refinement in the x3-direction when the meshesare geometrically refined in the x•-x2 plane, but it will affect the
efficiencyof computationand significantlyincreasethe cost
of computation.

and

(6)

qi,j.• = [/•n] for all i,j,k

where/• > 0 is a degreefactor. Hereafter[a] denotesthe

4

smallest positive integer >a. Then the combination of the

geometricmeshand linear-uniformdistributionof element
degreesleadsto the exponentialconvergence.
Theorem 3.2 Let u • C 2
•(U),

Regularity
and approximation
in neighborhoods
of vertexedges

Let A,, be located in the origin. Then a neighborhood

• bethegeandlet Uo
Os(A,,) of the vertexA,, is definedby

ometric meshdefinedby (g), and P-Q distributionbe a
linear-uniform
distributiondefinedby (5,6) withthedegree

Os(A,,) = {x • •2 ] 0 < p(x) = dist(x,A,,) < 6}

factor tt satisfying

(7)

• >

(• - &,) ln(i/•)
ln(1/F•q)

X3

whereF•q
= 0<c•<l
min(1
(1-c•)1-•
-•-O•)
l+c•
(ø•dH)C•'
t•= miaxd
i. The
thereexistscS(x)• SP'Q'•(U•) suchthat

(8)

II•- O(•)11H•(U>
--<
ce-bstN1/4

A23

whereN = O(n4) is the numberof the degree
of freedom A•
of S?'Q'•(U;), b•t depends
oncr,tz and3•t butnotonN.
For the proofof the theoremwe referto [9].

Remark 3.1 Algorithms combiningthe geometricmesh
and linear-uniform distribution of element degreeachieve
the optimal convergenceand the efficiency of computaA•2
tions, becausethis combination reflect exactly the nature
Fig. 4. Vertex-Neighborhood
O5(A•)
of singularity of the solutionin the edge-neighborhood
U.
Algorithms, associatedwith mesheswhich is not refined where6 e (0,1) is selected
suchthat Oa(A,•)• • =O
geometricallyalong the edge,is never able to reachthe ex- for 1 • 27,•(seeFig. 4). We further decompose
O5(A•)
ponential convergenceand computationalefficiency. If a into an inner neighborhoodand severalneighborhoodsof
uniformP-distributionwithPi,j,k: qi,j,k-- [/•n]is asso- vertex-edge.To this end we assumethe edge Ast, st • œ,•
ciated with the geometric meshes,the exponentialconver- lies in the positive xs-direction, and introduce a vertex-

gencemay hold but with muchsmallerbst in (8), which edgeneighborhoodshownin Fig. 5
will severelyaffect the efficiencyof the computationof finite element

solution.

v = V•,•(A•, &•) = {• e O•(A•), 0 < O < •}

The h-p %%rsion
Of FEM In R s
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X3

solution
behaves
inthisneighborhood
verydifferently
in

•
!

thedirection
oftheedgeandinthedirection
perpendicular
to •heedge.Furthermore,
notethatu(0,0,x3)isnolonger

I •O)l• I•2 X2

analytic,
instead,
itbelongstoa

on an interval I5 = (0.5). This featuresof the regularity

ofsolution
must
befully
considered
when
wedesign
the

~

mesh
anddistribution
ofelement
degrees.

1

Fig. 5. Vertex-EdgeNeighborhood
V• •(A,•. A•t)

where
• istheangle
between
A•tandradical
from
A,•

'•'"' ";

(theorigin)
tox, 0 < 5,(•< I such
that•&•(A•,A.,t)

•r,•(A•,
œk3)
= A• foranyst• œ•andkl• œ•,st
kl. (p, o. •) is the sphericalcoordinatewith respectto
and Ast.

Fig. 6. GeometricMeshV•

Similarly we introduce a countably norreed space

C•,, •,(V) withweighted
Ck-norms,
which
isa setofcontinuousfunctions
u(x) on •r suchthat for a pair3f real
nmnber$,•..•t= ('•,•, 3•), 0 • •m • 1/2, 0 • •st • 1 and
for any o.

•,•.2 (•c)D•(.u(z)_
u(0,0.
xa))llco•V
) < cd•a•
with ,• "')
.... ' "•

;;(x) 3"•'•-•"2 (sin• z))&• *'•+•-I.-

and

for I5 • (.0.5) and a: • 0

neoem

4.X

The neighborhoodV is divided into n geometric level
accordingto the distanceto the vertex A• and n geometric
layersaccordingto angular distanceto the edge Ast. The
elementsfti,j.• located in i-th layer and k-th level with

1 _• j _• J(i,k) _• J (uniformlyboundedwith respectto
i• k) are hexahedral.or pentahedralor tetrahedral. Let
(0, 1) be a meshfactor, and let hi denotethe dimensions
of elementl-)•i,j,
k in the x• direction,1 = 1, 2, 3. Then the

geometricmeshV• = (•"•i.j,k,1 __•i __•n, 1
j _• J(i,k)} satisfies
outio

of

toC•.• (V) with2st• (0,1) satisfying
(J) and
(0, 1/2) satisfying

hi •'•c10'2n-k-i, h2•,•C10'2•--k--i,h3
dist(f•i,jA,A,•) -- 0, dist*(f•l,j,•, Ast)- 0;

(10)dist[f•i,j,•;A,•)
= c•a
"-•, fork• I and
alli,j;
ß

dist*(fti,j,•.As/) = c4c
•n-*,

=: 1+

-

where

= rain
x•i,•,•

for i ;> I andall k,j;
•

min sin•b(x)is

x•i,•,•

an angulardistancebetweenthe element•'•i,j,kandAst. A
geometricmeshV•n is shownin Fig. 6. For the precise
Laplace-Beltmmi operator on the polygonS, which is a description
of geometric
meshon V wereferto [6, 9, 20].
portion of the unit sphere subtendedby an infinite cone
The corresponding
finite elementspacesover the geowhichcoincides
with • in the neighborhood
O5(A•).
metricmeshV•n is definedas

where
•)

is thesmallest
positive
eigenvalue
of the

For the proofof the theoremwe referto [24].

is an
Thespaces
C•....•(V), likethespaces
CZ•t(U),
•

anisotropic
spacewhichthe solutionu(x) belongsto. The

• (x) is a polynomial
of degree
Pi,j,kand
(•2(Z3)is a polynomial
of degree
qi.j,kin
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Remark 4.3 The solutionalong the edgeis not analytic,
andSP'q•'x(V•)= SP'•?(V•)GHi(V).
A bilinearP-distribution{Pi,j,k 1 _<i <_n,1 _<k _< instead,u(0,0, xa) belongsto a countablynorreedspace

n, 1 _<j _<J(i, k)} and a linearQ-distribution{qi,j,k 1 _< over an interval. Hence, in order to achieve the expoand efficiencyof computation,the rei _<n, 1 <_k <_n, 1 _<j _<J(i,k)} shouldbe associated nential convergence
finement in xa-direction has to be carried out geometriwith the geometricmeshV• with
cally, and a linear distributionof elementdegreeshas to be

(11)

Pi.j,u= [t•i+ uk - P0] for all i,j,k

adopted
for thepolynomials
•(xa) so that u(0, 0, xa) can
be approximatedeffectively.The increaseof the numberof

and

(12)

degreeof freedomand the computational
costfor ½•(x3) is

qi,j.• = [•k]

for all i,j,k

where Po >_ 0 is a properly selected integer, /•, u > 0 are
the degreefactors.

Theorem 4.2 Let u •

C2
z•,•t(V),

andlet V•n bethe 5

geometricmeshdefinedby (10) and P-Q distributionbe
bilinear-lineardefinedby (i1) and (i2) with I• and • sat-

Regularity
and approximation
in inner neighborhoods of vertices

isfying

> (1in(l/a)

We define an inner neighborhoodof the vertex Am by ex-

cludingall vertex-edge
neighborhoods
V,,•(A.•, Ast),st •

and

(13)

very minor and ignorable comparing the total number of
degreeof freedom and the total cost of computation of the
finite element solution.

œ,•,0 = O•(A,•)• O,t•œ,•
V&•(Am,A,t), whichisshown

u > (1- ,•m)ln(1/o')
ln(1/F•)

in Fig. 7. We •sume that A• is located in the origin.

whereF• is the valueof Fu at H = 1 givenin (7). Then,

X3

thereexistsa O(x) • S•'Q'•(V•) suchthat
(14)

whereN = O(n•) is thenumber
of degree
offreedom,
dependson •, •,•. •t, t• and •, but not on N.

[]

For the proofof the theorem,we referto [9].
Remark 4.1 The geometricmeshesV• are refinedboth
in p and in o, and P-distribution is bilinear with respect to the layer number i and level number k, because
the solutionpossesses
two different types of singularities:
edge-singularityand vertex-singularityin the neighborhood

V&• (A,•, Ast), whichhavebeencompletely
exposed
in Theorem 4.1. The exponentialconvergence
and the efficiency
of computation are achievedonly by those algorithmsusing a proper combinationof geometricmeshesand bilinearlinear distribution of element degrees.
Remark 4.2 Asymptotically the exponentialrate with re-

spect
toN •/• is thebestapproximation
resultwecanprove,
due to the refinementin two directions.But for practical
range of n e.g., n < 10, the exponentialrate with respect

to N TMis possible
byselectsuitable
Po,e.g.,Po= n. For
details,see[9].

Fig.7. InnerVertex-Neighborhood
•5(Am)

Thecountably
norreed
space
C•m(•) is defined
asa
set of continuous
functionsu(x) on O suchthat for a real
number• • (0, 1/2) and any •

Ilp(x)•m+lal-l/2na(u(x)
- u(O,
O,
0))ilco(5
>
5 cd
In this neighborhoodthe solutionpossesses
only vertexsingularity.

The h-p VersionOf FEM In R 3
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Theorem 5.1 The (weak) solution of (1) belongsto

C•m(0) with•m • (0,1/2)satisfying
(9).

where v > 0 is the degree factor, becausethe solution
behavesequally in all x•-direction and geometric mesh is

[]

refined in p.

For the proofof the theoremwe referto [24].

The algorithmsbasedon the geometricmesh and linear
achievethe exponential convergence.

Unlikethe spaceC•(U)
2

and C2
•,•.•(V), the space P-distribution
C• (0) isanisotropic
space,
thesolution
issingular
in
p, but behavesequally in the x•-direction, œ= 1, 2, 3. Due
to this characterof the singularityof the solution,the mesh

Theorem 5.2 Letu • C••

~• bethegeomet(0) andletO•

ric meshdefinedby (15) and the linear P-distributionbe

is refinedin onedirection,
i.e.,in p.•According
to the dis- definedby (16) with• satisfying(13). Thenthereexistsa
tanceto the vertex Am we divide O,•(Am) into n levels.

•(X) • sP'I(b•
n) such
that

The elements in the k-th level with h• being the dimen-

sionsin the x• direction,œ= 1,2, 3, 1 _• j _• J(k) _• J

(17)

(uniformlyboundedwith respectto k), denotedby f•j,a

Ilu-

ce--bmN1/4

are hexahedral, or pentahedral, or tetrahedral. A geomet-

whereN = O(n4) is the numberof degreeof freedom,bm
ricmesh
0• = {flj.a,1_<k _<n,1 < j < J(k)) witha depends
on •m, U and or, but not on N.
[]
meshfactor cr• (0, 1) satisfying

h• • h2 • h3 • clcrn-i;
(16) dist(f]j,l,Arn)--O,
dist(f•j.a,A,•) =cocrn-•,

For the proofof the theoremwe refer to [9].

ß

for k > I and all j.

6

A geometric
mesh
0• isshown
inFig.8. Fortheprecise
description
onthegeometric
meshoverO5(Am)werefer
to [6, 9, 20].

Regularity
and approximation
of the h-p finite element solution
on polyhedral domain

Let f]0 = f] • Ume•405(Am)• UsteœU•.5(Ast). Select(5
and e properly, f]0 will contain no edgesand verteciesof
the domain. f]0 is called the regular region in which the

A13
A23

sol•tion is analytic.

Theorem 6.1 The (weak)solutionof (1) is analyticon
•o, andfor anyr•

1

IID%(x)llco½o)

For the proofwe referto [24].
By ,qwe denotea multi-index(tim,/•st,m • .M, st • /2),
A12

Fig.8. Geometric
Mesh

with/•m• (0,1/2)and/•st• (0,1), andby C•(•"•)we
define
a countably
normed
space
withweighted
Ca- norm,

namely,
foru 6 C•(f]),therehold

Wedefine
a finiteelement
space
over• by

-

I

isapolynomial
ofdegree
Pj,a}

andsP'I(O;)
The character of singularity of the solution in the inner
vertex-neighborhoodis also reflected in the designingof

elementdegrees.Only a linearP-distribution
{p/,a,1 _<
k _<n, 1 _<j < J(k)) is neededwith
Combining Theorem 3.1, 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1, we now have the
regularity of the solutionon whole polyhedral domain.
pj,• = [yk], for all j, k.
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Theorem 6.2 The (weak)solutionu(x) of (1) belongs
to

with2m (0,1/2),m

95

well-known
that forthe analyticfunctionu(x) on•0, there

•b(x)E SP'•(•/) suchthat
and&t (0,1),st C is a polynomial

satisfying(4) and (9).

[]

(18)

Ilu-

<-ce

Remark 6.1 The regularity results can be given in terms
of countably norreed spaceswith other types of weighted where N is the number of degree of freedom, b0 is indenorm and in various coordinatesystems,for instance, the pendent of N.
~

spaces
B•(•) withweighted
$obolev
norms.Forthepur-

Let f• be the unionof all geometric
meshes
U•, O•, V•

meshf•, andlet P-Q distribution
ofelement
pose of numerical approximation we prefer to the descrip- anduniform
tion in terms of the countablynormedspaceswith weighted degreeon f• be the union of the linear-uniformP-Q distriH•'s , the bilinear-linear P-Q distributionson
on __•
Ck-norms. The regularitytheorems
in thesecountablybutions
,
norreed spacesand the relations of thesespaceshave been V• S, the linear P-distributionon O• s and the uniform

P-distribution
on •/.

givenin [22].

Further,by $P'Q(•) we denote

the finite element spaceover •

of piecewisepolynomiRemark 6.2 The regularity of solution on the polyhedral alswhose
restrictions
onU•, •,V• and•/ belong
to
domain is completelydescribedby the local asymptotic ex- thespaces
sP'Q(U•n),
SP,
Q(v•n),sP((•)•
n) andSP(•/),
pansion of singular functions, which contains the power respectively,
andsP'Q'x(12•)
= SP'Q(12•)•H•(f•).
of p(x),r(x) and sin(•b(x)) (see[14,15, 17, 18, 30, 32,
We now come to the conclusionof the approximation of

33, 36. 37]). If the powerand forms of leadingsingular the h-p finite element solution.
functions are known, special elements can be constructed.
The algebraicrate of convergenceof the conventionalfinite Theorem 6.3 Let the geometric mesh f•n and the P-Q
with f•n definedabove. Then the helement solutionsmay be improved becauseof the special distributionassociated
p
finite
element
solution
us • SP'Q'•(12•)converges
to the
elements, but the singular basisfunctions will destroy the
solution
u(x)
of
(1)
exponentially,
nice band structure of the stiffnessmatric and deteriorate
the condition number. Moreover, in practice the strength
of singularity and form of singular functions are unknown,
additional efforts and computationsfor theseinformation

whereN is thenumber
of degree
offreedom
of

are required(see[12]). Hencepracticallyand theoretically b dependson 2, a, t•, •, but not on N.

the h-p finite elementsolution are the only effectiveand efficient numerical approachfor the problemson nonsmooth Proof Dueto the definition
of SP'c2'•(f•)andthe comdomains, and the regularity theory in the frame of count- binationof (8), (14), (17) and (18), there exists•b(x)
ably norreedspacesis the only theorywhichis ableto effec- $P,Q,I(•n)suchthat
tit,ely guide the computational practice and to lead to the
exponentrate of the convergence.
l,Ve next designthe h-p versionfinite element algorithms
on whole polyhedral domain.

whereb = min{b•t,bm,bm,•t,b0} dependingon
but not on N, whichtogetherwith (2) leadsto (19)

[]
Sincethe solutionu(x) is analyticon•0, weusea fixed
andcoarse
mesh• = {•, I _• g_• L). The elements Remark 6.3 Asymptotically the exponential rate with respecttoN •/• is thebestaccuracy
offiniteelement
solution
•'s arehexahedral,
pentahedral,
ortetrahedral
withhi •
H • I being their dimensionsin the xt-directions, I _• • _•

3. A uniformP-distribution{pt = p, I _• g •_ L) with
p coinciding with the highest degree used in elementsin

singularneighborhoods,
is associated
with the mesh•/,
and the finite element space is defined by

I

which we can prove. Although the rate is with respectto

N •/4 in neighborhoods
of edges
andinnerneiborhoods
of
vertices,
andN •/• in regular
region
no, themajorityofthe
numberof degreeof freedomis concentratedin the neighborhoodsof vertex-edges.Hence, as a total performance,
the h-p finite element solution convergesat the exponen-

to N •/•.
isapolynomial
ofdegree
pt= p} tial ratewithrespect

andSP'I(•-•/) = SP(•/) n H•(•0).
Note that the accuracy of the finite element solution in

this regionis achievedby uniformly increasingthe polynomial degree,but not by reducingthe element sizes. It is

In computational
practices,

if the integerPo in the bilinear P-distribution is properly
selectedand the numberof layers and levelsare not large,

thenthe exponential
rate withrespect
to N TM is possibly
achievable,as mentioned in Remark 4.3, and also as seen
in practical computations.
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example

A benchmark elasticity problem on a polyhedral domain
f• with the modulus E = 100 and Poisson ratio v = 0.3,

shown is Fig. 9, is computed by the h, p and h-p ver-

sionof finite elementmethod. Let u = (u•,u2, u3) be the
displacement
and T = (T•,T2,T3) be the tractionon the
boundary. The following boundary conditionsare imposed
to this problem:

i)

On the faces ACNE, ABDC, AEFB, IJLM,
traction T=(T•, T•, T3)=0;
On the face DKLMNC, the displacementul - 0,
the

ii)

the traction

T•=

T3 =0;

iii) On the face NMJHFE, the displacementu2 - 1,
the traction

T1 ----T3 -0;

Fig. 10. Uniform Mesh with h - 1

iv) On the face KGIL, the displacementu• - 0,
the traction

T1 = Ta =0;

v) On the face GHIJ, the traction T1 = 1, T• = T3 = 0;
vi) On the faceKDBFHG, the displacementu3 = 0,

The p-version:

the traction T• = T2 = 0.

W=

G•(11,11.11)

K

H

11
y
x

Fig. 11. Geometric Mesh f•,n2

(0.0,0)

with nl = 2, n2 -- 1

Fig. 9. Polyhedral Domain f•
The h-version:
Uniform

meshes

of

cubic

elements

with

size

h

-

1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, shownin Fig. 10, are usedwith the uniform degree p - 2. Table 1 showsthe relative error in

energynorm • 9% when h - 1/4 and N • 300,000 and
CPU time tl(s) - 29,800sec(singleprocessor).
h No. of Elm
N
Ilell,R% t•(s)
I

331

6708

20.53

120

1/2
2648
42679
13.32
1890
1/3
8937
131744
10.56
10130
1/4
21184
297735
8.99
29800
Table 1 Performanceof the h-version(p = 2)

The finite element solutions of the p-version are computed on variousgeometricmeshes.The geometricmeshes
of tensor product type are used, namely the meshes are
heavily refined near the vertex A with layer number n•
and slightly refined at other vertices with layer number
n2, becausethe singularity of solution near A is severe.

The meshfactor cr- 0.15. A geometricmeshft• •"•2 with
nl-2,
n•- 1 is shownin Fig. 11. The degreepofelement uniformly increasesfrom 1 to 10. The performance

of the p-versionon Mesh 3 with n• - 3 and n• - 2 is given
in Table 2. The relative error in energy norm reducesto

3%whenp - 7 andCPU timet• -- 3305sec(singleprocessor). The p-versionperformon the geometricmeshmuch
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better than the h-version,but on quasi-uniformmesh, the
p-versionconvergesonly as twice fast as the h-version. We
will make more comments

p

later.

2925

43.84

3

5135

19.28

56

4

9328

8.21

169

5

15549

5.04

481

6

24404

3.78

1308

7

36496

3.01

3305

8

52428

2.49

7408

9

72803

2.11

14860

10

98224

1.84

31842

The relative error of the h-p version in energy norm

Ilell.,. v.s. N,-/* andtz are plottedin Fig. 12. The
comparisonbetween the h, p and h-p versions are shown
in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 where the relative error v.s. N and
CPU time are plotted in log-logscales.

N=DOF lieliE,R%

2

95

33

lOO

'•X-h-version
,•

p-version
II-p
version

Table2 Performance
of thep-version(onMesh3, n• = 3,
= 2)

1

lOO

Log(N)

The h-p version:
The tensorproduct mesheswith the followingcombination
of n• and n2 are used:
Mesh
Mesh
Mesh
Mesh

1:
3:
5:
7:

nl
nl
nl
n•

=
=
=

1,
3,
5,
7,

Mesh(n•) p
1

4

n2
n2
n2
n2

Fig. 13. Comparisonbetweenh, p and h-p versions:
Error

-=
-

2;
2;
2;
2;

N=DOF
464

v.s. DOF

lOO

--1•-' h-version
•

Ilell•,R% tl(s)
31.39

•

p-version

h-p
version

'•,x..
..........

1

3

5

15549

5.04

481

3

6

24404

3.78

1308

5

7

67567

1.84

13337

5

8

97374

1.50

29392

Table 3 Performanc• of the h-p version

(on Mesh 1,3,5,and uniformdegreep =

....... i'o ...... i'•o ..... i"o•o.... i'e;o4
.... f;;o5
Log(CPU)

Fig. 14. Comparisonbetween h, p and h-p versions:
Error

v.s. CPU

100

Remark 7.1 The computationson this benchmarkproblem has shown that the h-p finite element solution can
achievethe exponentialrate in engineeringpractical range,
e.g., 3%, as predictedby asymptoticanalyses.

%•..

'h(.,,,.
3•,
'

N^(1/5) (resp. t1^(1/5) )

Fig. 12. Performanceof the h-p Version
Associated with a uniform P-distribution with p --

Remark 7.2 The computation
of the h-p versionin R a
have not beenexhaustiveenough,more experiencein computations and implementations are needed, e.g., how to
generate a geometric mesh, how to implement the P-Q

distributionof elementdegrees(no existing3-dimensional
codehas thisfeatureyet), and what are the optimalmesh
factors and degreefactors, etc..

[/•nl],/• = 1.5 --•2.0. The Table3 showsthat the 1.84%of
relative error in energynorm is achievedat n• = 5, n2 = 2
and p = 7, N = 67,567, and the CPU time t• = 13,337sec.
On the other hand, the p-version on Mesh 3 needsp -10, N - 98,224 CPU time t• -- 31,842.

Remark 7.3 The computation has shown that the pversion on an over-refinedgeometric mesh convergesto the
desiredaccuracyexponentiallybeforeentering the asymptotic phase, it could be an alternative to the h-p version
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in R3. Thepracticalstrategyto achievethe optimalconvergenceand ej•ciencyfor engineeringapplications
in R s
needs to be developedfurther.
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